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Figure 1. Site Location 



Figure 2. Thickness of Sediment above Devensian Gravel 
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Figure 4. Flint densities along the Sand Ridges (with topsoil contour) 
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Figure 5. Zone designations and location of Environmental samples (with sub-surface contours) 
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Figure 12. Zone I - Barrows F.2S1 (Trench 15), F.243 (Trench 16) and F.244 (Trench 29). 
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Figure 13. Zone I - Trench 5eD showing ditches F.247, F.248 and F.287, and cremations F.285 and F.286. 
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Figure 14. Zone II - Trenches 99, 100 and 101 with Barrow F.283 and associated ditches F.282 and F.284. 
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Figure 16. Zones IV-V. 
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Figure 17. Zone VI - Trenches 89, 90, 118 and 119. 
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Late Meso/Early Neo Late Neo EBA-MBA LBA Iron Age Roman 
iZone I e 

iZone 11 ? 
iZone III ? 
iZone IV ee ee e ee e 

iZone V e e ? ? 
iZone VI e e ? ee ? 
iZone VII ee ee ee 

Table 5: Chronological summary for all investigated sites 

Key: ? = possibly present, e = present, ee = well-established 

In this respect, one of the most important results of this evaluation is the confirmation of the 
archaeological potential of the Godwin Ridge. This had been previously recognised during 
the evaluation and then excavation of its western end (Site 13). On basis of the present 
research, the ridge now appears as a nearly continuous suite of archaeological sites stretching 
over more than a kilometre and covering many archaeological periods. This can only be 
counted as an extraordinary archaeological complex. The sand roddon of what had been a 
Palaeolithic river course would have later stood proud amid the wet landscape and have 
variously served as both a focus of settlement and hunting/foraging activities, and also acted 
as a 'communication corridor' (i.e. route-way). 

The Mesolithic and Neolithic periods are only documented on the Godwin Ridge (Zones IV
VII). This exclusive distribution could either point to a privileged use of the ridge as a well
drained and relatively high point in the landscape, or to the fact that all contemporary traces 
have been truncated and/or obliterated by the later activity of the palaeochannels. No 
features, as such, with the possible exception of F. 242 in Zone V, can be attributed to these 
two periods. Therefore, all artefacts have been retrieved from samples of the well-preserved 
buried soil which covers much of the surface of the ridge. 

The earlier stages of the Bronze Age (Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age) are also 
present on the Godwin Ridge, as demonstrated by a restricted, but definitive, series of sherds. 
The five described barrows and, maybe the three ditches (field system?) and the 
accompanying cremations recorded at the western edge of the O'Connell Ridge also belong 
to these periods. Despite their changing modes of construction (turf-stack alone vs. gravel
capping with quarrying ditch), these barrows all point to the use of the 'gravel islands' and 
the eastern terrace of high gravel as loci for funerary activity. This particular function is 
possibly indicative of the special significance given by Bronze Age communities to these 
liminal zones at the edge of the fens. As already stated, at this point in time, the influence of 
the sea on the River Great Ouse was at its maximum extent and led to the formation of the 
delta-like landscape and the associated 'gravel islands'. 

Variously located either on or immediately beside the southern, O'Connell Ridge, the four 
round barrows in Zones I and Il obviously represent a distinct grouping. Lying 1.1km to the 
east, the status of the single Zone III barrow is somewhat more ambiguous. As is apparent in 
Figure 1, the key issue is whether it related to the western roddon grouping or was itself a 
part of the eastward Hermitage Farm barrow cemeteries at Haddenham (see Evans & Hodder 
2006). Though, of course, in many respects this is just a matter of academic 'hair-splitting', 
as together these all relate to the larger, southern (former) Ouse-side fen-edge barrow 
cemetery alignment (ibid.) . 
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2003 , Form K). The jar was 15cm high, and had a rim diameter of lScm (60% intact) and a base diameter Scm 
(100% intact) . Finds of complete or near complete pots are rare in the Iron Age, and are sometimes interpreted 
as 'ritual ' deposits. Context [1354] contained seven sherds of abraded pottery (23g). The sherds cannot be 
closely dated, but are presumably Iron Age on basis of the fabrics. Pit F. 2S0 in Trench lIS contained 20 sherds 
of pottery (S44g); 19 of which belonged to a large, sand-tempered Late Iron Age wheel-turned jar with beaded 
rim (dating after 1 AD). The jar had a rim diameter of 30cm (50% intact), and displayed horizontal combing 
across the body. The pit also yielded a single worn sherd of Early Roman pottery, Sg in weight (K. Anderson 
pers. comm.); this is probably intrusive. 

Zone VII 

12 sherds of abraded prehistoric pottery were recovered from Zone VII (71g). The pottery was retrieved from 
sample points in Trenches 34, 36 and 3S, and from the spoil in Trench 3S. The earliest datable pottery included 
three sherds of Early Bronze Age Beaker, found the spoil of Trench 3S (Cat <3614>, ISg). The only other 
datable sherd derived from Sample 3 in Trench 3S, which contained the rim of a grog and flint-tempered Middle 
Bronze Age Deverel-Rimbury urn with diagonal slashing on the rim-top (22g). The remaining four sherds (14g) 
from this sample point had similar fabrics to the urn, and may also be of Middle Bronze Age date. The single 
sherd from Sample 3 Trench 36 (14g) is undiagnostic, whilst the two crumbs of pottery from Sample 2 Trench 
34 (lg) are too small for identification, as is the 'crumb' from Sample 3 Trench 36 (2g). 

4) Faunal Assemblage (Vida Rajkovaca) 

A small assemblage of animal bone was recovered from evaluation fieldwork. The overall 
size of the assemblage numbered 81 fragments, of which 54 (66.7%) were identifiable to 
element and 22 (27.1 %) further identified to species. Identification of the assemblage was 
undertaken with the aid of Schmid (1972), Dobney & Reilly (1988), Hillson (1999) and 
reference material from the Cambridge Archaeological Unit. Measurements were taken as 
indicated by von den Driesch (1976). The site is divided into several zones and six sub
divisions have been made in order to study the assemblage. Animal bone was recovered in 
Zones I, Ill, IV, V, VI and VII. 

Of 15 contexts analysed, only one context showed good preservation, with two others 
identified as demonstrating 'quite good' preservation. This indicated bones with minimal or 
no weathering or bone damage. In contrast, two contexts demonstrated 'moderate', seven 
'quite poor' and three contexts poor preservation. This equates to a total number of 25 
fragments showing quite good or good preservation, compared to 56 fragments with bone 
damage or signs of weathering. 

The remains were dominated by cattle bones (NISP: 17) followed by ovicaprids (NISP: 3; Table 7). Wild 
species were evidenced by red deer and a cyprinid bone, both represented by one identified element. All the 
identified species had MNI counts of one animal (Table S). 

Species NISP %NISP 
Cow 17 77.3 
Sheep/Goat 3 13.6 
Red Deer 1 4.55 
Cyprinid 1 4.55 
DUM 2 7.4 (~=27) 
ULM 14 43.75 (~=32) 
UMM 6 IS .75 (~=32) 
USM 3 13.6 (~=32) 
DUB 9 40.1 (~=32) 

Table 7: Species frequency by NISP (Number ofIdentifiable Specimens) 
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